Conscripting Organs: "Routine Salvaging" or Bequest? The Historical Debate in Britain, 1961-75.
The period 1961-76 was one of marked contestation in Britain about how organs should be obtained from recently deceased people's bodies to transplant into ailing strangers. Most were being removed from hospital patients' corpses without these people's prior consent, under a law that enabled hospital authorities to so authorize the use of a body with one caveat: enquiries should first be made to learn whether the dead person had in life objected to this or whether a family member did. Transplant surgeons argued that this requirement severely hampered their enterprise. They pushed for the 1961 Human Tissue Act to be overturned, to enable them to presume that all patients in British hospitals had consented to their organs being removed when they died, with no requirement that relatives' views be sought first. As a contemporary ethicist noted, this savored more of "conscription than of voluntary service" in the cause.(1) The following essay, based on an examination of archival sources, reveals the historical complexity of arguments that continue to be made in favor of presumed consent to organ "donation," analyzing how early attempts to change the law in that direction failed while revealing the presence of different interests and values in this contest over corpses.